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Appendix 1 – Seed and seedling predators of Swietenia macrophylla 

The photo below shows an intact diaspore (far left) and the characteristic bite marks and 
empty seed hulls associated with seed predation by vertebrates (small mammals, rodents 
mainly; middle and far right).  

The set of photos below shows the specialist caterpillar, Steniscadia poliophaea, attacking 
and defoliating a newly germinating seedling (a, b) and a newly established seedling that 
escaped attack by the caterpillar. 
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Appendix 2 – Dispersal of Swietenia macrophylla seeds 

Isotropic dispersal 

The base model assumed an isotropic distribution of seeds within the seed shadow of fruiting 
trees. The seed shadow was a 0.91-ha circle centered on the parent tree (radius of circle = 
53.8 meters). Seeds were distributed uniformly within the seed shadow by selecting a random 
direction and distance as follows:  

(1) (2) 

The direction of dispersal was determined by drawing a random angle from a 0 – 360° degree 
uniform distribution.  

Anisotropic dispersal 

The modeling of density-dependence in big-leaf mahogany populations requires an 
anisotropic dispersal method for three reasons. First, it is known that mahogany trees have an 
anisotropic dispersal pattern (Norghauer et al. 2011).  Second, it is important to disperse 
seeds over 50 meters from the parent tree (impossible in the base model) in order to 
incorporate distance as a factor in negative density-dependent interactions. Third, an 
anisotropic dispersal function captures the tendency of mahogany seeds to fall close to the 
parent trunk, which might magnify the potential for negative density-dependent interactions.  

Norghauer et al. 2011 provided the data for the anisotropic functions used in the modified JC 
model. The paper evaluated the robustness of various dispersion models in characterizing 
seedling dispersal amongst four classes of mahogany trees. The Weibull distribution proved 
to be the best dispersion model for all four classes. The classes and their Weibull parameters 
are described below:  

Class Diameter Fruit Function a b 
Small-Few (SF) < 60 cm ≤ 15 fruits Weibull (WB) 1.462 35.228 
Small-Many (SM) < 60 cm > 15 fruits Weibull (WB) 1.415 34.800 
Large-Few (LF) ≥ 60 cm ≤ 15 fruits Weibull (WB) 1.343 40.282 
Large-Many (LM) ≥ 60 cm > 15 fruits Weibull (WB) 1.804 45.293 

The model asks each tree to class itself based on size and fruit crop and then disperse its 
seeds using a Weibull distribution with the proper a and b parameters. The equation for the 
Weibull probability distribution function (pdf) is as follows:  

To draw a random number from a Weibull distribution, you must draw a random number 
from the U(0,1) uniform distribution, and plug this random floating point decimal into the 
inverse of the Weibull cumulative density function (cdf). The Weibull cdf and inverse cdf are 
shown below: 
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Each seed is distributed with a random distance, calculated in this way, and a random 
direction westward, calculated from the U(0,180) uniform distribution.  
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Appendix 3 – Modeling the impact of leaf herbivory on Swietenia seedling growth 

In the modified JC model, the percentage of leaf damage in the early wet season to a given 
seedling in a gap is based on the sum diameter of conspecific adults within a 125-m radius 
circle (~5-ha), from Norghauer et al. 2008 field experiment). This variable is used to modify 
the expected height increment of a given seedling. The following steps are necessary to 
determine the diameter increment: (1) calculate the current height from the current diameter; 
(3) calculate the future height from the current height and the percent height increase per
year; (4) calculate the future diameter from the future height; (5) calculate the diameter
increment from the current and future diameter. The equations are listed below:
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The graphs below summarize this function (in red). Also shown are split-line regressions 
with breakpoints that yield similar relationships (in black) when using the same 
height.inc.perc equation (shown on the right). 

The height size threshold to become a 1 cm diameter stem was calculated to be 166 cm using 
the following equation, log10 (height) = 2.22 + log10 (diam.), from a linear regression (r2 = 
0.87, n = 5549). 
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Appendix 4 – Distribution of the Swietenia population at Pinkaití 

In (A) the black symbols are the locations of trees (≥ 10 cm diam surveyed in 2000-2001; 
symbols scaled to diam). The shaded rectangular area of forest covers a 500-ha core area at 
the site which contained 111 of the 144 trees, including 50 of the 66 commercial-sized trees. 
This core area served as the landscape in the JC effects model (Table 2) in which population-
level dynamics were evaluated. In (B) is shown the size class distribution of stems in this 
unlogged population of Swietenia. 
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Appendix 5 – Statistical tables for 1st year seedling recruitment in the field experiment 

Seedling recruitment of mahogany at 9-10 mo. LMMs, with individual focal tree as a random 
term. BA represents conspecific adult basal area per ha; DIS represents distance from plots in 
gaps to the focal tree. 

n.d.f. F-value d.d.f. p-value 
2001 cohort 
BA 2 4.62 17.0 0.025 
DIS 1 6.71 57.0 0.012 
BA x DIS 2 1.45 57.0 0.243 

2002 cohort 
BA 2 1.85 8.6 0.216 
DIS 1 2.22 31.8 0.146 
BA x DIS 2 0.21 31.6 0.815 

2003 cohort 
BA 2 1.74 22.1 0.199 
DIS 2 4.22 116.3 0.017 
BA x DIS 4 4.39 116.3 0.002 

All three experimental cohorts combined in a single analysis to obtain general the effects of 
dispersal distance and conspecific basal area, with each modeled as a continuous predictor 
(for use in the population-level simulation models). 

Random term component SE
Year 0.00028 0.00145 
Year.tree 0.00926 0.00352 
Tree.plot -0.00173 0.00608 

n.d.f. F-value d.d.f. p-value 
Fixed term 
BA 1 12.89 39.8 <0.001 
DIS 1 10.76 192.3 0.001 
BA x DIS 1 1.97 196.6 0.158 
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Appendix 6 – Statistical tables for predation and herbivory in field experiment 

Predation by small mammals of mahogany seeds in the 2002 and 2003 cohorts.  

2002 cohort n.d.f. F-value d.d.f. p-value 
BA 2 3.81 9.0 0.063 
DIS 1 11.11 33.0 0.002 
BA x DIS 2 0.41 33.0 0.668 

2003 cohort 
BA 2 3.14 22.0 0.063 
DIS 2 1.12 118.1 0.330 
BA x DIS 4 1.45 118.1 0.223 

Leaf herbivory of newly established mahogany seedlings in the 2003 cohort. 

Proportion attacked n.d.f. F-value d.d.f. p-value 
BA 2 1.14 21.8 0.338 
DIS 2 17.18 101.0 < 0.001 
BA x DIS 4 0.58 101.1 0.675 

Percent damage 
BA 2 1.96 20.8 0.166 
DIS 2 7.31 98.5 0.001 
BA x DIS 4 0.39 98.6 0.817 
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Appendix 7 – Statistical tables for 2nd and 3rd year survival dynamics of the 2001 cohort 

Seedling survival as proportion of seeds sown in 2001 cohort (tested with LMMs) 

2001-2003 n.d.f. F-value d.d.f. p-value 
BA 2 8.74 16.0 0.003 
DIS 1 15.08 54.0 <0.001 
BA x DIS 2 1.68 54.0 0.196 

2001-2003 
BA 2 3.55 15.6 0.054 
DIS 1 9.11 52.0 0.004 
BA x DIS 2 1.54 52.1 0.223 

Seedling survivorship over successive 1-yr intervals (tested with GLMMs, but using fixed 
factors in their continuous form as linear predictors) 

2002-2003 n.d.f. F-value d.d.f. p-value 
BA 1 9.67 60.0* <0.001 
DIS 1 16.18 60.0 <0.001 
BA x DIS 1 3.01 60.0 0.088 

2003-2004 
BA 2 0.62 22.2 0.439 
DIS 2 3.22 48.5 0.079** 
BA x DIS 4 0.44 45.8 0.509 

* A negative variance component was obtained for the random term 'focal tree', so it was 
dropped from the model.

** The distance term was significant in a reduced model (F1, 49.6 = 4.56, p = 0.038) that 
lacked the basal area term and the interaction term. 
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PROCEDURES

;; Model Info
;; ==================================================

;; Title: Big-Leaf Mahogany Growth & Yield Model (Version 2.0)
;; Authors: Christopher Free, R. Matthew Landis, James Grogan

;; Funding: International Institute of Tropical Forestry (USFS-IITF),
;; ITTO-CITES Program for Implementing CITES Listings of Tropical Timber Species

;; Model Info: A spatially explicit individual-based population growth and yield model of big-leaf mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla King).

;; NetLogo Platform: NetLogo 4.1.3, http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/4.1/docs/

;; POPULATIONS: AREA, SIZE, DENSITY
;; SE Para (204ha): 158 trees, 77.5 trees / 100 ha
;; SE Para (1035ha): 745 trees, 72.0 trees / 100 ha
;; Acre/West Amazon (685ha): 81 trees, 11.8 trees / 100 ha
;; Pinkaiti (525ha): 111 trees, 18.1 trees / 100 ha

;; LANDSCAPE INFO
;; Each patch is a 10m x 10m square. The world is contained within a box;
;; seeds dispersed off the landscape (world edges) are not tracked by the model.  

;; LANDSCAPE DIMENSIONS: SE Para (204ha)                                ;; LANDSCAPE DIMENSIONS: SE Para (1035ha)
;; World Area: 224.79 ha = 1270 m x 1770 m                              ;; World Area: 1175.85 ha = 3350 m x 3510 m
;; Patch Dimensions: 127 patches x 177 patches                          ;; Patch Dimensions = 335 patches x 351 patches
;; NetLogo Dimensions: 63 patches x 88 patches (1/2 above)              ;; NetLogo Dimensions = 162 patches x 175 patches (1/2 Above)
;; TRUE AREA: (63 x 2 + 1) * (88 x 2 + 1) * 100 / 10000 = 224.79 ha     ;; TRUE AREA = (162 x 2 + 1) * (175 x 2 + 1) * 100 / 10000 = 1175.85 ha

;; LANDSCAPE DIMENSIONS: Acre/Amazon (685ha)                            ;; LANDSCAPE DIMENSIONS: Pinkaiti (525ha)
;; World Area: 1093.95 ha = 4950 m x 2210 m                             ;; World Area: 570.81 ha = 3590 m x 1590 m
;; Patch Dimensions: 495 patches x 221 patches                          ;; Patch Dimensions: 359 patches x 159 patches
;; NetLogo Dimensions: 246 patches x 110 patches (1/2 above)            ;; NetLogo Dimensions: 179 patches x 79 patches (1/2 above)
;; TRUE AREA: (246 x 2 + 1) * (110 x 2 + 1) * 100 / 10000 = 1093.95 ha  ;; TRUE AREA: (179 x 2 + 1) * (79 x 2 + 1) * 100 / 10000 = 570.81 ha

;; EXTENSIONS, BREEDS, AND VARIABLES
;; ====================================================================================================

extensions [gis]                ;; This turns on the GIS code extension.

breed [trees tree]              ;; This specifies trees as the model agents.

globals [                       ;; MODEL CONSTANTS
  errors?                       ;; A Boolean indicating whether errors were detected during setup (true/false).
  site-area                     ;; The area (ha) of the selected field site (for both example and user populations).
  small-diam                    ;; The diameter (cm) of the smallest trees tracked during simulations.
  search-radius                 ;; The diameter (m) of a 1-ha circle - used to calculate neighborhood basal area.
  y0-tree-density               ;; The initial density (trees/100ha) of trees larger than the small-diam.
  y0-comm-density               ;; The initial density (trees/100ha) of trees larger than commercial-size.
  y0-comm-volume                ;; The initial standing volume (m3) of trees larger than commercial-size.  
  growth-sigma                  ;; The standard deviation of the growth residual normal distribution.
  prop-land-dist                ;; The annual proportion of landscape disturbance.
  num-batch-dist                ;; The number of disturbances to place on the landscape at once (in batch).
  no-recruit-dist               ;; The distance (m) from a gap edge in which recruitment is impossible.
  disturbance-data              ;; The gap size (m2) distribution of the Marajoara field site.
  large-dist?                   ;; A Boolean indicating whether large-scale disturbances are implemented during simulations.
  large-dist-prob               ;; The probability of a large-scale disturbance occurring.
  large-dist-area               ;; The area (ha) of large-scale disturbances.
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  prob-die-standing             ;; The probability of a tree dying standing in the year of its death.
  prob-die-no-repro             ;; The probability of a tree dying before fruiting in the year of its death.
  seed-shadow-area              ;; The area (ha) of a tree's seed shadow.
  wind-direction                ;; The direction of the prevailing winds in degrees of rotation (N=0, E=90, S=180, W=270).
  dispersal-wedge               ;; The angle (degrees) of the seed shadow wedge, located opposite the prevailing winds.
  max-num-fruit                 ;; The maximum number of fruit per tree.
  seeds-per-fruit               ;; The average number of seeds per fruit.
  germination-rate              ;; The proportion of seeds surviving to become first-year seedlings.
  seed-diam-data                ;; The seedling diameter (cm) distribution.
  seed-growth-data              ;; The seedling growth rate (cm/yr) distribution.
  tot-logged-volume             ;; A list of the standing volumes (m3) of trees logged during all previous harvests.
  cur-logged-volume             ;; A list of the standing volumes (m3) of trees logged during the most recent harvest.
  annual-harvest-volume         ;; A list of the sum standing volumes (m3) of trees logged during each harvest.
  annual-harvest-number         ;; A list of the sum number of trees logged during each harvest.
  pre-post-cut-number           ;; A list of the number of commercial trees alive before/after each harvest.
  pre-post-cut-volume           ;; A list of the volume (m3) of commercial trees alive before/after each harvest.
]

trees-own [                     ;; TREE VARIABLES
  age                           ;; Age of the tree (yrs).
  alive?                        ;; A Boolean indicating whether a tree is alive (true/false).
  seedling?                     ;; A Boolean indicating whether a tree is a first-year seedling (true/false).
  fall-gap?                     ;; A Boolean indicating whether a tree creates a fall gap (true/false).
  reproduce?                    ;; A Boolean indicating whether a tree is reproductive (true/false).
  repro-class                   ;; The reproductive class of a tree (large, small, few fruit, many fruit).
  diameter                      ;; The diameter (cm) of a tree 1.3 m off the ground (stem diameter).
  basal-diameter                ;; The diameter (cm) of a tree 10 cm off the ground (stem basal diameter).
  basal-area                    ;; The basal area (m2) of a tree, calculated from basal diameter.
  basal-density                 ;; The basal area of adult trees within a 56.6 radius (1 ha circle).
  stand-volume                  ;; The standing volume (m3) of a tree, calculated from basal diameter.
  sawn-volume                   ;; The sawn volume (m3) of a tree, calculated from basal diameter.
  growth-rate                   ;; The annual growth rate (cm/yr) of a tree.
  mort-prob                     ;; The probability of mortality for a tree, calculated from diameter and growth.
  fruit-prob                    ;; The probability of fruiting for a tree, calculated from diameter and growth.
  num-fruit                     ;; The number of fruit produced by a tree.
  seedlings                     ;; The number of seedlings produced by a tree.
  e0                            ;; The growth residual in the present year.
  e1                            ;; The growth residual one-year ago.
  e2                            ;; The growth residual two-years ago.
  e3                            ;; The growth residual three-years ago.
  e4                            ;; The growth residual four-years ago.
  e5                            ;; The growth residual five-years ago.
  e6                            ;; The growth residual six-years ago.
  e7                            ;; The growth residual seven-years ago.
  e8                            ;; The growth residual eight-years ago.
  e9                            ;; The growth residual nine-years ago.
  e10                           ;; The growth residual ten-years ago.
]

patches-own [                   ;; PATCH VARIABLES
  disturbance?                  ;; A Boolean indicating whether a patch is a disturbance patch (true/false).
  sweetspot?                    ;; A Boolean indicating whether a patch is a sweetspot patch (true/false).
]

;; MODEL PARAMETERS             ;; CHOSER, SWITCH, AND SLIDER GLOBALS
;; Populations (Listed)         ;; This chooser determines which tree population is used during model simulations.
;; Logging (ON/OFF)             ;; This switch determines whether trees are logged during model simulations.
;; Time (0-150; 5; 100)         ;; This slider determines the maximum length of time (yr) model simulations will run.

;; LOGGING PARAMETERS           ;; ALL DEFAULT STANDARDS FROM GROGAN AND BARRETO (2005).   
;; minimum-diameter             ;; The minimum diameter (cm) of trees allowed to be cut for commercial logging (DEFAULT: 60 cm).



;; retention-rate               ;; The minimum retention of commercial trees after logging (DEFAULT: 20% retention = 80% log rate).
;; minimum-density              ;; The minimum allowable density of commercial trees after logging (DEFAULT: 5 trees / 100 ha).
;; cutting-cycle                ;; The number of years between each harvest, a.k.a. the cutting cycle (DEFAULT: 30 yrs). 

;; DATA UPLOAD PARAMETERS       ;; LOADS XYD, SHP, AND CSV DATA
;; File-Name                    ;; The name of the txt, shp, or csv file containing user data.
;; DIAM-Attribute-Name          ;; The name of the diameter attribute in the user shapefile.
;; Site-Width                   ;; The width (x) of the user field site (meters).
;; Site-Height                  ;; The height (y) of the user field site (meters).
;; Patch-Area                   ;; The size (pixels) of patches on the landscape. This determines how large the landscape is drawn. 

;; HELPER FUNCTIONS
;; ====================================================================================================

;; These helper functions are used to report values that are calculated in many places throughout the model. A single, centralized
;; copy of a function protects against copy/paste errors. 

;; The CALC-E0 helper function calculates the e0 (present-year) growth residual from the other growth residuals. It is used in 
;; SETUP-TREE-VALUES, UPDATE-RESIDUALS, and DISPERSE-SEEDS.

to-report calc-e0 [x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10]
  report ((0.39916990 * x1) + (0.32081673 * x2) + (0.08135583 * x3) + (-0.04611527 * x4) + (0.13032327 * x5) + (-0.14343649 * x6) + 
    (-0.02888621 * x7) + (0.26574481 * x8) + (0.18983354 * x9) + (-0.31121786 * x10) + random-normal 0 growth-sigma)
end

to-report calc-diam [basal-diam]                               ;; This helper function calculates basal diameter from diameter. 
  report max (list (0) ((basal-diam - 0.2842709) / 1.1003362)) ;; It is used in CALCULATE-DIAMETER and DISPERSE-SEEDS.
end

to-report calc-basal-diam [diam]                               ;; This helper function calculates diameter from basal diameter.
  report max (list (0) (diam * 1.1003362 + 0.2842709))         ;; It is used in SETUP-TREE-VALUES only (but is still included here).
end

to-report calc-basal-area [diam]                               ;; This helper function calculates basal area from diameter.
  report max (list (0) (pi * (diam / 200) ̂ 2))                ;; It is used in SETUP-TREE-VALUES, CALCULATE-DIAMETER, and DISPERSE-SEEDS.
end

to-report calc-stand-volume [diam]                            ;; This helper function calculates standing volume from diameter.
  report max (list (0) (-5.297672 + 0.1263387 * diam))        ;; It is used in SETUP-TREE-VALUES, CALCULATE-DIAMETER, and DISPERSE-SEEDS.
end

to-report calc-sawn-volume [diam]                             ;; This helper function calculates sawn volume from diameter.
  report max (list (0) (-2.697373 + 0.0600342 * diam))        ;; It is used in SETUP-TREE-VALUES, CALCULATE-DIAMETER, and DISPERSE-SEEDS.
end

to-report calc-disp-dist [a b]                                      ;; This helper function calculates seed dispersal distance.
  report max (list (0) (b * (-1 * ln(random-float 1)) ̂ (1 / a)))   ;; It is used in the DISPERSE-SEEDS function four different times.
end

;; A tree must have a diameter > 41.93 cm to have a positive stand volume. A tree must have a diameter >44.93 cm to have a positive sawn volume.
;; A tree must have a basal diameter > 0.28 cm to have a positive stem diameter. A tree with a positive stem diameter has a positive basal diameter.

;; MODEL SETUP
;; ====================================================================================================

;; Error Check
;; ==================================================

;; The ERROR CHECK function is performed whenever the user presses the SETUP or RESIZE buttons. An error check is also performed when 
;; the user presses RUN 1 YEAR or RUN X YEARS; the code for these checks is located in the button code.



to error-check
  set errors? false
  if Populations = "" [user-message "A 'Population' must be selected." set errors? true] 
  if Populations = "EXAMPLE POPULATIONS" [user-message "A 'Example Population' must be selected." set errors? true] 
  if Populations = "USER POPULATIONS" [user-message "A 'User Population' must be selected." set errors? true]
  if Populations = "User Population (xyd)" or  Populations = "User Population (shp)" or Populations = "User Population (csv)" [  
    if empty? File-Name [user-message "A 'File-Name' must be specified." set errors? true]
    if Populations = "User Population (xyd)" [if member? ".txt" File-Name = false [user-message "'File-Name' must be a .txt file." set errors? true
    if Populations = "User Population (shp)" [
      if member? ".shp" File-Name = false [user-message "'File-Name' must be a .shp file." set errors? true]
      if empty? DIAM-Attribute-Name [user-message "A 'DIAM-Attribute-Name' must be specified." set errors? true]]
    if Populations = "User Population (csv)" [if member? ".csv" File-Name = false [user-message "'File-Name' must be a .csv file." set errors? true
    if Site-Width <= 0 [user-message "'Site-Width' must be a positive non-zero number." set errors? true]
    if Site-Height <= 0 [user-message "'Site-Height' must be a positive non-zero number." set errors? true]
    if Patch-Area <= 0 [user-message "'Patch-Area' must be a positive non-zero number." set errors? true]
  ]
end

;; Set Patch Size
;; ==================================================

to set-patch-area                                                      ;; SETS DEFAULT PATCH AREAS
  if Populations = "SE Para (204ha)" [set Patch-Area 2.66]             ;; This sets a patch area pre-determined to fit the example
  if Populations = "SE Para (1035ha)" [set Patch-Area 1.05]            ;; populations inside the model interface; however, the 
  if Populations = "Acre/West Amazon" [set Patch-Area 0.70]            ;; patch areas are finicky and resizing may be necessary.
  if Populations = "Pinkaiti (525ha)" [set Patch-Area 0.90] 
  
  if Populations = "User Population (xyd)" [set Patch-Area 1.0]        ;; This sets a small patch area for user populations to
  if Populations = "User Population (shp)" [set Patch-Area 1.0]        ;; ensure that the landscape fits within the interface.
  if Populations = "User Population (csv)" [set Patch-Area 1.0]        ;; Resizing will probably be necessary.
end

;; Setup Outline
;; ==================================================

to setup                        ;; SETS UP INITIAL CONDITIONS
  ca                            ;; This clears the NetLogo memory (lists, patches, turtles, etc.).
  setup-globals                 ;; This sets up the values of the constant (global) variables.
  setup-world                   ;; This sets up the world dimensions based on the selected population.
  setup-patches                 ;; This sets up the default forest environment (no disturbance/sweetspot).
  setup-trees                   ;; This sets up the trees based on the selected population.
  setup-dist                    ;; This sets up the parameters for the batch disturbance procedure.
  setup-dist-list               ;; This sets up the disturbance distribution by reading in a file.
  setup-seed-lists              ;; This sets up the seedling size/growth distributions by reading in two files.
  setup-plots                   ;; This sets up the diameter distribution histogram and abundance plot.
  setup-monitors                ;; This sets up the population variables displayed on the interface monitors.
  tick                          ;; This advances the time ticker one-year (Year 0 = setup; Year 1 = harvest).
end

;; Setup Defaults
;; ==================================================

to setup-defaults                            ;; SETS UP DEFAULT HARVEST PARAMETERS AND MODEL PROCEDURE
  set Populations "Pinkaiti (525ha)"         ;; DEFAULT: SE Para (204ha) => provides fast/clear simulations
  set Patch-Area 0.90                        ;; DEFAULT: 2.75 pixels => confines the default population to interface
  set Logging false                          ;; DEFAULT: Logging On => most users examine harvest scenarios
  set Time 300                               ;; DEFAULT: 100 years => covers three 30 year logging cycles

  set minimum-diameter 60       ;; DEFAULT: 60 cm diameter (diameter) => current Brazilian standard
  set retention-rate 20         ;; DEFAULT: 20% retention rate => current Brazilian standard
  set minimum-density 5         ;; DEFAULT: 5 trees / 100 ha => current Brazilian standard



  set cutting-cycle 30          ;; DEFAULT: 30 years => current Brazilian standard
  
  clear-output
  output-print "Press the '?' button next to each section to view descriptions of the section's"
  output-print "features in this definition box. Press 'All Definitions' to review the features"
  output-print "of all the sections."
end

;; Setup Globals
;; ==================================================

to setup-globals                ;; SETS UP GLOBALS (MODEL CONSTANTS) 
  set small-diam 20             ;; The diameter (cm) of the smallest trees tracked during simulations (DEFAULT: 20 cm).
  set search-radius 56.5        ;; The diameter (m) of a 1-ha circle - used to calculate neighborhood basal area.
  set growth-sigma 0.4787841    ;; The standard deviation of the growth residual normal distribution (DEFAULT: 0.4787841; Mean = 0; Landis Model).
  set prop-land-dist 0.026      ;; The annual proportion of landscape disturbance (DEFAULT: 0.026; Grogan & Galvao 2006b).
  set no-recruit-dist 10        ;; The distance (m) from a gap edge in which recruitment is impossible (DEFAULT: 10 m; Landis Model).
  set large-dist? false         ;; A Boolean indicating whether large-scale disturbances are implemented during simulations (DEFAULT: false).
  set large-dist-prob 0.025     ;; The probability of a large-scale disturbance occurring (DEFAULT: 1 dist / 40 yrs; Landis Model).
  set large-dist-area 4.0       ;; The area (ha) of large-scale disturbances (DEFAULT: 4 ha; Landis Model).
  set prob-die-standing 0.5     ;; The proportion of dead trees dying standing. 50% create tree fall gaps; 50% remain standing (Landis Model).
  set prob-die-no-repro 0.5     ;; The proportion of dead trees dying before seeding. 50% don't seed after death; 50% seed after death (Landis Model).
  set seed-shadow-area 0.91     ;; The area (ha) of a tree's seed shadow (DEFAULT: 0.91 ha area; 53.8 m radius; Grogan & Galvao 2006b).
  set wind-direction 90         ;; The direction of the prevailing winds in degrees of rotation (DEFAULT: East = 90 degrees).
  set dispersal-wedge 180       ;; The angle (degrees) of the seed shadow wedge, located opposite the prevailing winds (DEFAULT: 180 degrees).
  set max-num-fruit 750         ;; The maximum number of fruit per tree (DEFAULT: 750 fruit; Landis Model).
  set seeds-per-fruit 42.4      ;; The average number of seeds per fruit (DEFAULT: 42.4 seeds/fruit; Grogan et al. 2005).
  set germination-rate 0.085         ;; The proportion of seeds surviving to become first-year seedlings (DEFAULT: 0.085; Grogan & Galvao 2006a).
  set tot-logged-volume (list )      ;; A list of the standing volumes (m3) of trees logged during all previous harvests.
  set cur-logged-volume (list )      ;; A list of the standing volumes (m3) of trees logged during the most recent harvest.
  set annual-harvest-volume (list )  ;; A list of the sum standing volumes (m3) of trees logged during each harvest.
  set annual-harvest-number (list )  ;; A list of the sum number of trees logged during each harvest.
  set pre-post-cut-number (list )    ;; A list of the number of commercial trees alive before/after each harvest.
  set pre-post-cut-volume (list )    ;; A list of the volume (m3) of commercial trees alive before/after each harvest.

;; site-area                         ;; This variable is setup below because it requires a few lines of code.
;; disturbance-data                  ;; This variable is setup below because it requires a few lines of code.
;; seed-diam-data                    ;; This variable is setup below because it requires a few lines of code.
;; seed-growth-data                  ;; This variable is setup below because it requires a few lines of code.
end

;; Setup World
;; ==================================================

to setup-world                                           ;; SETS UP WORLD DIMENSIONS
  let new+x round (Site-Width / 10 - 1) / 2              ;; These functions calculate the dimensions of the NetLogo world based on the dimensions  
  let new-x round (Site-Width / 10 - 1) / 2 * (-1)       ;; of the user-provided field site. The site dimensions are provided in meters so they 
  let new+y round (Site-Height / 10 - 1) / 2             ;; are divided by 10 to convert from meters to patches, reduced by 1 to account for the 
  let new-y round (Site-Height / 10 - 1) / 2 * (-1)      ;; 0 row/column, and divided by 2 since NetLogo uses +/- coordinates.  
  
  if Populations = "SE Para (204ha)" [resize-world -63 63 -88 88 set-patch-size Patch-Area]        ;; The dimensions of the example populations 
  if Populations = "SE Para (1035ha)" [resize-world -162 162 -175 175 set-patch-size Patch-Area]   ;; were calculated manually ( this work is
  if Populations = "Acre/West Amazon" [resize-world -246 246 -110 110 set-patch-size Patch-Area]   ;; shown in the header above).
  if Populations = "Pinkaiti (525ha)" [resize-world -179 179 -79 79 set-patch-size Patch-Area]
 
  if Populations = "User Population (xyd)" [resize-world new-x new+x new-y new+y set-patch-size Patch-Area]    ;; The user populations are drawn
  if Populations = "User Population (shp)" [resize-world new-x new+x new-y new+y set-patch-size Patch-Area]    ;; using the default patch area and
  if Populations = "User Population (csv)" [resize-world new-x new+x new-y new+y set-patch-size Patch-Area]    ;; the dimensions calculated above.

  if Populations = "SE Para (204ha)" [set site-area 204]        ;; The example populations use fixed site areas because fitting the sites inside
  if Populations = "SE Para (1035ha)" [set site-area 1035]      ;; a rectangular world creates spaces between the site and world boundaries. These



  if Populations = "Acre/West Amazon" [set site-area 685]       ;; spaces increase the site area and reduce the reported tree density.
  if Populations = "Pinkaiti (525ha)" [set site-area 525]

  if Populations = "User Population (xyd)" [set site-area count patches / 100]   ;; The area of user-defined sites is calculated as the area of
  if Populations = "User Population (shp)" [set site-area count patches / 100]   ;; the NetLogo world (rectangular box) because allowing the user
  if Populations = "User Population (csv)" [set site-area count patches / 100]   ;; to submit site areas would invite too many user errors.
end

;; Setup Landscape
;; ==================================================

to setup-patches                ;; SETS UP INITIAL PATCH ENVIRONMENT
  ask patches [                 ;; The default landscape is colored green with no
    set disturbance? false      ;; disturbances or sweetspot areas as these are
    set sweetspot? false        ;; added to the landscape by the disturbance procedure.
    set pcolor green            ;; The patches are reset between every year (time step). 
  ]
end

;; Setup Trees Outline
;; ==================================================

to setup-trees                                                 ;; SETS UP THE DIFFERENT TREE POPULATIONS  
  if Populations = "SE Para (204ha)" [setup-mara-204-trees]    ;; This sets up the 204ha Para mahogany population (Grogan 2001).
  if Populations = "SE Para (1035ha)" [setup-mara-1035-trees]  ;; This sets up the 1035ha Para mahogany population (Grogan 2001).
  if Populations = "Acre/West Amazon" [setup-acre-trees]       ;; This sets up the Acre/West Amazon mahogany population (Grogan et al. 2008).
  if Populations = "Pinkaiti (525ha)" [setup-pink-trees]       ;; This sets up the Pinkaiti mahogany population (Grogan et al. 2008).
  
  if Populations = "User Population (xyd)" [setup-xyd-trees]   ;; This sets up a population based on a user txt-file with xy and diameter data.
  if Populations = "User Population (shp)" [setup-shp-trees]   ;; This sets up a population based on a user shp-file with xy and diameter data.
  if Populations = "User Population (csv)" [setup-csv-trees]   ;; This sets up a population based on a user csv-file with diameter data.
end

;; Setup Trees Details
;; ==================================================

to setup-mara-204-trees                                                              ;; SETS UP TREES - MARAJOARA 204HA PLOT
  let mara-204-tree-data gis:load-dataset "Data/mara-204-tree-data.shp"              ;; This stores GIS tree data in a NetLogo list.
  let mara-204-stream-data gis:load-dataset "Data/mara-204-stream-data.shp"          ;; This stores GIS stream data in a NetLogo list.
  let mara-204-boundary-data gis:load-dataset "Data/mara-204-boundary-data.shp"      ;; This stores GIS boundary data in a NetLogo list.
  let mara-204-world-data gis:load-dataset "Data/mara-204-world-data.shp"            ;; This stores GIS world data in a NetLogo list.
  gis:set-world-envelope (gis:envelope-of mara-204-world-data)                       ;; This sets the extent of the NetLogo world
 
  gis:set-drawing-color white                                                        ;; This draws the field site boundary in
  gis:draw mara-204-boundary-data 2                                                  ;; white with a line thickness of two.
  gis:set-drawing-color blue                                                         ;; This draws the stream systems in blue 
  gis:draw mara-204-stream-data 2                                                    ;; with a line thickness of two.
    
  foreach gis:feature-list-of mara-204-tree-data [                                   ;; This reads each row of the GIS shapefile, creates 
    let location gis:location-of (first (first (gis:vertex-lists-of ?)))             ;; a tree at the specified coordinates, and gives 
    create-trees 1 [                                                                 ;; the tree its listed diameter. SETUP-TREE-VALUES
      set xcor item 0 location                                                       ;; sets up the remaining tree values.
      set ycor item 1 location
      set diameter gis:property-value ? "DM94"                                        
      setup-tree-values
    ]
  ]
end

to setup-mara-1035-trees                                                             ;; SETS UP TREES - MARAJOARA 1035HA PLOT
  let mara-1035-tree-data gis:load-dataset "Data/mara-1035-tree-data.shp"            ;; This stores GIS tree data in a NetLogo list.



  let mara-1035-stream-data gis:load-dataset "Data/mara-1035-stream-data.shp"        ;; This stores GIS stream data in a NetLogo list.
  let mara-1035-boundary-data gis:load-dataset "Data/mara-1035-boundary-data.shp"    ;; This stores GIS boundary data in a NetLogo list.
  let mara-1035-world-data gis:load-dataset "Data/mara-1035-world-data.shp"          ;; This stores GIS world data in a NetLogo list.
  gis:set-world-envelope (gis:envelope-of mara-1035-world-data)                      ;; This sets the extent of the NetLogo world
  
  gis:set-drawing-color white                                                        ;; This draws the field site boundary in 
  gis:draw mara-1035-boundary-data 1                                                 ;; white with a line thickness of one.
  gis:set-drawing-color blue                                                         ;; This draws the stream systems in blue 
  gis:draw mara-1035-stream-data 1                                                   ;; with a line thickness of one.
 
  foreach gis:feature-list-of mara-1035-tree-data [                                  ;; This reads each row of the GIS shapefile, creates
    let location gis:location-of (first (first (gis:vertex-lists-of ?)))             ;; a tree at the specified coordinates, and gives
    create-trees 1 [                                                                 ;; the tree its listed diameter. SETUP-TREE-VALUES
      set xcor item 0 location                                                       ;; sets up the remaining tree values.
      set ycor item 1 location
      set diameter gis:property-value ? "DBH"
      setup-tree-values
    ]
  ]
end

to setup-acre-trees                                                                  ;; SETS UP TREES - ACRE/WEST AMAZON PLOT
  let acre-tree-data gis:load-dataset "Data/acre-tree-data.shp"                      ;; This stores GIS tree data in a NetLogo list.
  let acre-boundary-data gis:load-dataset "Data/acre-boundary-data.shp"              ;; This stores GIS boundary data in a NetLogo list.
  let acre-world-data gis:load-dataset "Data/acre-world-data.shp"                    ;; This stores GIS world data in a NetLogo list.
  gis:set-world-envelope (gis:envelope-of acre-world-data)                           ;; This sets the extent of the NetLogo world
 
  gis:set-drawing-color white                                                        ;; This draws the field site boundary in white
  gis:draw acre-boundary-data 1                                                      ;; with a line thickness of one. 
 
  foreach gis:feature-list-of acre-tree-data [                                       ;; This reads each row of the GIS shapefile, creates
    let location gis:location-of (first (first (gis:vertex-lists-of ?)))             ;; a tree at the specified coordinates, and gives
    create-trees 1 [                                                                 ;; the tree its listed diameter. SETUP-TREE-VALUES
      set xcor item 0 location                                                       ;; sets up the remaining tree values.
      set ycor item 1 location
      set diameter gis:property-value ? "DIAM"                                       
      setup-tree-values
    ]
  ]  
end

to setup-pink-trees                                                                  ;; SETS UP TREES - PINKAITI PLOT
  let pink-tree-data gis:load-dataset "Data/pink-tree-data.shp"                      ;; This stores GIS tree data in a NetLogo list.
  let pink-stream-data gis:load-dataset "Data/pink-stream-data.shp"                  ;; This stores GIS stream data in a NetLogo list.
  let pink-boundary-data gis:load-dataset "Data/pink-boundary-data.shp"              ;; This stores GIS boundary data in a NetLogo list.
  let pink-world-data gis:load-dataset "Data/pink-world-data.shp"                    ;; This stores GIS world data in a NetLogo list.
  gis:set-world-envelope (gis:envelope-of pink-world-data)                           ;; This sets the extent of the NetLogo world

  gis:set-drawing-color white                                                        ;; This draws the field site boundary in white
  gis:draw pink-boundary-data 1                                                      ;; with a line thickness of one. 
  gis:set-drawing-color blue                                                         ;; This draws the stream systems in blue 
  gis:draw pink-stream-data 1                                                        ;; with a line thickness of one.
 
  foreach gis:feature-list-of pink-tree-data [                                       ;; This reads each row of the GIS shapefile, creates
    let location gis:location-of (first (first (gis:vertex-lists-of ?)))             ;; a tree at the specified coordinates, and gives
    create-trees 1 [                                                                 ;; the tree its listed diameter. SETUP-TREE-VALUES
      set xcor item 0 location                                                       ;; sets up the remaining tree values.
      set ycor item 1 location
      set diameter gis:property-value ? "DM00"                                       
      setup-tree-values
    ]



  ]  
end

to setup-xyd-trees                             ;; SETS UP TREES - USER SPATIAL DIAMETER (TXT) POPULATION
  let x-list (list )                           ;; This makes a list for storing the x-coordinates from the user file.
  let y-list (list )                           ;; This makes a list for storing the y-coordinates from the user file.
  let diam-list (list )                        ;; This makes a list for storing the diameters from the user file.
 
  file-open (word "User/" File-Name)           ;; This opens the file designated by the user in the FILE-NAME prompt.
  while [not file-at-end?][                    ;; This reads the file from the beginning to the end.
    set x-list fput file-read x-list           ;; This puts the x-coordinates in the x-list (file must be: x, y, diam).
    set y-list fput file-read y-list           ;; This puts the y-coordinates in the y-list.
    set diam-list fput file-read diam-list     ;; This puts the diameter values in the diam-list.
  ]
  file-close                                   ;; This closes the file designated by the user in the FILE-NAME prompt.
  
  let xmin min x-list                          ;; This calculates the minimum x-coordinate value.
  let xmax max x-list                          ;; This calculates the maximum x-coordinate value.
  let ymin min y-list                          ;; This calculates the minimum y-coordinate value.
  let ymax max y-list                          ;; This calculates the maximum y-coordinate value.
  
  (foreach x-list y-list diam-list [                                          ;; This code loops through the x-, y-, and diam- lists to 
      create-trees 1 [                                                        ;; create a tree with each set of x, y, and diameter values.
        let pre-xcor (?1 - xmin) / (xmax - xmin) * world-width + min-pxcor    ;; The code translates the xy coordinates from spherical
        let pre-ycor (?2 - ymin) / (ymax - ymin) * world-height + min-pycor   ;; coordinates to NetLogo coordinates; however, because the
        let add-xcor (pre-xcor / abs pre-xcor * -1)                           ;; population is contained within a box, the "pre" coordinates
        let add-ycor (pre-ycor / abs pre-ycor * -1)                           ;; place some trees on the world edge. The "add" calculations
        set xcor pre-xcor + add-xcor                                          ;; scale the population inwards to prevent edge trees.
        set ycor pre-ycor + add-ycor                                          ;; SETUP-TREE-VALUES sets up the remaining tree values.
        set diameter ?3
        setup-tree-values
      ]
  ])
end

to setup-shp-trees                                                            ;; SETS UP TREES - USER SPATIAL DIAMETER (SHP) POPULATION
  let shp-tree-data gis:load-dataset (word "User/" File-Name)                 ;; This code reads the user-provided shapefile into NetLogo and sets
  let tree-envelope gis:envelope-of shp-tree-data                             ;; an initial envelope equal to the extent of the user population. A
  let x-expansion (item 1 tree-envelope - item 0 tree-envelope) * 0.0001      ;; horizontal (x) and vertical (y) expansion factor are calculated 
  let y-expansion (item 3 tree-envelope - item 2 tree-envelope) * 0.0001      ;; to pad the world envelope so trees won't fall on the world edge.
  
  let expanded-envelope (list                                                 ;; A GIS envelope is the following (list): minimum-x, maximum-x, 
    (item 0 tree-envelope - x-expansion)(item 1 tree-envelope + x-expansion)  ;; minimum-y, maximum-y. Each of these items is padded with the
    (item 2 tree-envelope - y-expansion)(item 3 tree-envelope + y-expansion)) ;; appropriate expansion factor and the new min's and max's become
  gis:set-world-envelope expanded-envelope                                    ;; the min's and max's for the new envelope.
  
  foreach gis:feature-list-of shp-tree-data [                                 ;; This code reads the XY coordinates of each feature (tree) in the 
    let location gis:location-of (first (first (gis:vertex-lists-of ?)))      ;; user shapefile into the LOCATION list and creates a tree at this
    create-trees 1 [                                                          ;; location in the NetLogo world. Each tree receives a diameter from  
      set xcor item 0 location                                                ;; the attribute in the shapefile with the user-defined name.
      set ycor item 1 location                                                ;; SETUP-TREE-VALUES sets up the remaining tree values.
      set diameter gis:property-value ? (word DIAM-Attribute-Name)
      setup-tree-values
    ]
  ]
end

to setup-csv-trees                                                            ;; SETS UP TREES - USER NON-SPATIAL DIAMETER (TXT) POPULATION
  let csv-tree-data (list )                                                   ;; This code opens a user-provided csv file containing non-spatial
  file-open (word "User/" File-Name)                                          ;; diameter data and reads the diameters into a NetLogo list.
  while [not file-at-end?][set csv-tree-data fput file-read csv-tree-data]     



  file-close                                                                   
  foreach csv-tree-data [                                                     ;; This code creates a tree with each diameter in the diameter list.
    create-trees 1 [                                                          ;; The trees are given random coordinates (b/c no spatial data).
      setxy random-xcor random-ycor                                           ;; SETUP-TREE-VALUES sets up the remaining tree values.
      set diameter ?
      setup-tree-values
    ]
  ]
end

to setup-tree-values                                                          ;; SETS TREES VARIABLES
  set basal-diameter calc-basal-diam diameter                                 ;; Basal diameter (cm) calculated from diameter.
  set basal-area calc-basal-area diameter                                     ;; Basal area (m2) calculated from diameter.
  set stand-volume calc-stand-volume diameter                                 ;; Standing volume (m3) calculated from diameter.
  set sawn-volume calc-sawn-volume diameter                                   ;; Sawn volume (m3) calculated from diameter.  
  set size 1 + diameter / 50                                                  ;; Trees are sized based on diameter.
  set shape "tree"                                                            ;; Trees are shaped as "trees".
  set color green - 3                                                         ;; Trees are colored green.
  set age 1000                                                                ;; Age of initial trees is unknown.
  set alive? true                                                             ;; All initial trees are alive.
  set seedling? false                                                         ;; No initial trees are seedlings.
  set fall-gap? false                                                         ;; No initial trees create fall gaps (still alive).
  set reproduce? true                                                         ;; All initial trees are potentially reproductive.
  set repro-class "NULL"                                                      ;; The reproductive class of a tree (SF, SM, LF, LM).
  set growth-rate 0                                                           ;; Growth rate initially 0 because it is set later.
  set mort-prob 0                                                             ;; Mortality rate initially 0 because it is set later.
  set fruit-prob 0                                                            ;; Fruiting probability initially 0 because it is set later.
  set num-fruit 0                                                             ;; Number of fruit initially 0 because it is set later.
  set seedlings 0                                                             ;; Seedlings initially 0 because it is set later.
  set e10 random-normal 0 growth-sigma                                        ;; Tenth-year residual is randomly selected.
  set e9 random-normal 0 growth-sigma                                         ;; Ninth-year residual is randomly selected.
  set e8 random-normal 0 growth-sigma                                         ;; Eighth-year residual is randomly selected.
  set e7 random-normal 0 growth-sigma                                         ;; Seventh-year residual is randomly selected.
  set e6 random-normal 0 growth-sigma                                         ;; Sixth-year residual is randomly selected.
  set e5 random-normal 0 growth-sigma                                         ;; Fifth-year residual is randomly selected.
  set e4 random-normal 0 growth-sigma                                         ;; Fourth-year residual is randomly selected.
  set e3 random-normal 0 growth-sigma                                         ;; Third-year residual is randomly selected.
  set e2 random-normal 0 growth-sigma                                         ;; Second-year residual is randomly selected.
  set e1 random-normal 0 growth-sigma                                         ;; First-year residual is randomly selected.
  set e0 calc-e0 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 e8 e9 e10                               ;; Present-year residual is calculated from e1-e10.
end

;; A tree must have a diameter > 41.93 cm to have a positive stand volume. A tree must have a diameter >44.93 cm to have a positive sawn volume.
;; A tree must have a basal diameter > 0.28 cm to have a positive stem diameter. A tree with a positive stem diameter has a positive basal diameter.

;; Setup Batch Disturbance Parameters
;; ==================================================

to setup-dist
  let prop-dist-reduce 0.8            ;; This determines the proportion of landscape disturbance to be done in batch.
  let mean-dist-area 110.385655       ;; This is the mean area (m2) of disturbances drawn from the disturbance gamma distribution.
  let true-area count patches / 100   ;; This is the area (ha) of the entire landscape (larger than the field site area).
  
  let batch-dist-reduce 0.93                             ;; The number of disturbance patches must be reduced again for safety. Too many
  if true-area <= 1000 [set batch-dist-reduce 0.90]      ;; disturbances in small sites can results in over disturbance; therefore, the extent of
  if true-area <= 750 [set batch-dist-reduce 0.85]       ;; the reduction depends on site size. Larger sizes reduce the batch disturbance number
  if true-area <= 500 [set batch-dist-reduce 0.80]       ;; less than smaller sites. The largest sites (>1000ha) reduce the batch disturbance
  if true-area <= 200 [set batch-dist-reduce 0.70]       ;; number by only 7%, 93% of the original value. 
  if true-area <= 50 [set batch-dist-reduce 0.50]
  
  set num-batch-dist (((true-area * 10000) * prop-land-dist * prop-dist-reduce) / mean-dist-area) * batch-dist-reduce



end

;; Setup Disturbance & Seedling Diameter Lists
;; ==================================================

to setup-dist-list                                                                 ;; READS IN DISTURBANCE DATA
  set disturbance-data (list )                                                     ;; File opened, file read, file closed.
  file-open "Data/gap-data.csv"                                                    ;; This data is not actually used in the model but is made 
  while [not file-at-end?][set disturbance-data fput file-read disturbance-data]   ;; available to the user. The disturbance gamma distribution
  file-close                                                                       ;; function is based on this data (gaps = circles in m2). 
end
  
to setup-seed-lists                                                                ;; READS IN SEEDLING DIAM & GROWTH LISTS
  set seed-diam-data (list )                                                       ;; File opened, file read, file closed.
  file-open "Data/seed-diam-data.csv"                                              ;; This data is used to randomly assign new seedlings
  while [not file-at-end?][set seed-diam-data fput file-read seed-diam-data]       ;; a diameter. Diameters are basal diameters in cm.
  file-close

  set seed-growth-data (list )                                                     ;; File opened, file read, file closed.
  file-open "Data/seed-growth-data.csv"                                            ;; This data is used to randomly assign new seedlings
  while [not file-at-end?][set seed-growth-data fput file-read seed-growth-data]   ;; a growth rate. Growth rates are measured in cm/yr.
  file-close
end

;; Setup Plots
;; ==================================================

to setup-plots                                                           ;; SETS UP PLOTS  
  set-current-plot "Diameter Distribution"                               ;; This section sets up the diameter distribution histogram
    set-plot-x-range (0) (max [diameter] of trees)                       ;; in the initial year. The initial year x-axis (diameter) 
    set-plot-y-range (0) (25)                                            ;; extends from 0 to the maximum diameter of trees in the
      set-current-plot-pen "Year 0 Histogram"                            ;; current population. The initial year y-axis (frequency) 
        set-plot-pen-mode 1                                              ;; extends from 0 to 25. The initial year size-distribution, 
        set-plot-pen-interval 10                                         ;; shown in black, plots only trees larger than the SMALL-DIAM
        set-plot-pen-color black                                         ;; into 10 cm diameter bins. A vertical gray line marking
        histogram [diameter] of trees with [diameter >= small-diam]      ;; commercial-size extends from 0 to the maximum y-value.
      set-current-plot-pen "Commercial-Size Marker"
        set-plot-pen-mode 0
        set-plot-pen-color gray
        plotxy minimum-diameter 0
        plotxy minimum-diameter plot-y-max

  set-current-plot "Tree Abundance"                                      ;; This section sets up the abundance plot in the initial year. 
    set-plot-x-range (0) (Time)                                          ;; The initial year x-axis (time) extends from 0 to the run time
    set-plot-y-range (0) (count trees + 20)                              ;; value designated by the user. The initial y-axis (abundance)
      set-current-plot-pen "Total Trees"                                 ;; extends from 0 to the current number of trees plus twenty more.
        set-plot-pen-mode 0                                              ;; The abundance of trees larger than the SMALL-DIAM are plotted
        set-plot-pen-color black                                         ;; in black. The abundance of trees larger than commercial-size
        plot count trees with [diameter >= small-diam]                   ;; are plotted in red. The harvest years are marked by a vertical
      set-current-plot-pen "Commercial Trees"                            ;; gray line extending from 0 to the maximum y-value.
        set-plot-pen-mode 0
        set-plot-pen-color red                 
        plot count trees with [diameter >= minimum-diameter]
      set-current-plot-pen "Harvest Year Marker"
        let harvest-years n-values (floor (Time / cutting-cycle) + 1) [(?1) * cutting-cycle + 1]
        foreach harvest-years [
          set-plot-pen-mode 0
          set-plot-pen-color gray
          plot-pen-up                                           
          plotxy ?1 0
          plot-pen-down                                     



          plotxy ?1 plot-y-max  
        ]
end

to update-plots                                                          ;; UPDATES PLOTS
  set-current-plot "Diameter Distribution"                               ;; This section updates the plots every year (time step).
    set-current-plot-pen "Current Year Histogram"                        ;; This code controls updates to the size distribution
      set-plot-pen-mode 1                                                ;; histogram. The current size-distribution, shown in red,
      set-plot-pen-interval 10                                           ;; plots only trees larger than the SMALL-DIAM into 10 cm
      set-plot-pen-color red                                             ;; diameter bins. The vertical gray line marking commercial-size
      histogram [diameter] of trees with [diameter >= small-diam]        ;; is redrawn each year (time step) and extends from 0 to
    set-current-plot-pen "Commercial-Size Marker"                        ;; the maximum y-value.
      set-plot-pen-mode 0
      set-plot-pen-color gray
      plotxy minimum-diameter 0
      plotxy minimum-diameter plot-y-max   

  set-current-plot "Tree Abundance"                                      ;; This code controls updates to the abundance plot. The abundance
      set-current-plot-pen "Total Trees"                                 ;; of all trees larger than the SMALL-DIAM is plotted in black.
        set-plot-pen-mode 0                                              ;; The abundance of trees larger than commercial-size is plotted
        set-plot-pen-color black                                         ;; in red. The harvest year markers (vertical grey lines) are
        plot count trees with [diameter >= small-diam]                   ;; redrawn each year and extend from 0 to the maximum y-value
      set-current-plot-pen "Commercial Trees"                            ;; at each of the harvest years.
        set-plot-pen-mode 0
        set-plot-pen-color red                 
        plot count trees with [diameter >= minimum-diameter]
      set-current-plot-pen "Harvest Year Marker"
        let harvest-years n-values (floor (Time / cutting-cycle) + 1) [(?1) * cutting-cycle + 1]
        foreach harvest-years [
          set-plot-pen-mode 0
          set-plot-pen-color gray
          plot-pen-up                                           
          plotxy ?1 0                        
          plot-pen-down                                     
          plotxy ?1 plot-y-max  
        ]
end

;; Setup Monitors                                           
;; ==================================================       

;; This code sets up the initial population variables (total/commercial density and commercial volume) 
;; which are show in the monitors on the interface.

to setup-monitors
  set y0-tree-density count trees with [diameter >= small-diam] / site-area * 100
  set y0-comm-density count trees with [diameter >= minimum-diameter] / site-area * 100
  set y0-comm-volume sum [stand-volume] of trees with [diameter >= minimum-diameter]
  
  output-print "Press the '?' button next to each section to view descriptions of the section's"
  output-print "features in this definition box. Press 'All Definitions' to review the features"
  output-print "of all the sections."  
end

;; RUN MODEL
;; ====================================================================================================

;; Model Outline
;; ==================================================

to run-model                               ;; MODEL PROCEDURE



  if ticks > Time [stop]                   ;; The model stops running if the stop time is violated.
  if count trees = 0 [stop]                ;; The model stops running if all the trees die.
  log-trees-init                           ;; This procedure logs trees in Year 0 if logging is turned on.
  reset-trees                              ;; This procedure resets certain tree values before each run.
  grow-trees                               ;; This procedure grows trees using growth autocorrelation.
  log-trees                                ;; This procedure logs trees according to user-defined parameters.
  kill-trees                               ;; This procedure kills trees based on growth and diameter.
  disturb-trees                            ;; This procedure disturbs the landscape based on the disturbance parameters.
  reproduce-trees                          ;; This procedure reproduces trees and disperses seeds on the landscape.
  remove-trees                             ;; This procedure removes dead trees from the landscape.
  remove-gaps                              ;; This procedure removes disturbances from the landscape.
  update-plots                             ;; This procedure updates the size-distribution and abundance plots.
  tick                                     ;; This advances the ticker one time step (one year).
end

;; Grow Trees Outline
;; ==================================================

to grow-trees                                                        ;; GROWTH PROCEDURE
  ask trees [set age age + 1]                                        ;; This procedure ages the trees one year.
  ifelse NDD-Growth? [grow-trees-ndd][ask trees [grow-trees-null]]   ;; This procedure calculates the growth rate.
  ask trees [calculate-diameter]                                     ;; This procedure calculates the new size statistics.
end
  
to grow-trees-null                         ;; NULL GROWTH PROCEDURE                                    
  update-residuals                         ;; This procedure updates the growth residuals.
  calculate-growth                         ;; This procedure calculates the new growth rate from the previous growth rate and residuals.
end

to grow-trees-ndd                                           ;; NDD GROWTH PROCEDURE
  ask trees with [diameter < 1][                            ;; This grows trees less than 1 cm diameter under NDD conditions.
    if NDD-Growth-Method = "Method-1" [grow-trees-ndd-m1]   ;; This grows trees < 1 cm diameter using NDD Growth Method 1.
    if NDD-Growth-Method = "Method-2" [grow-trees-ndd-m2]   ;; This grows trees < 1 cm diameter using NDD Growth Method 2.
    if NDD-Growth-Method = "Method-3" [grow-trees-ndd-m3]]  ;; This grows trees < 1 cm diameter using NDD Growth Method 3.     
  ask trees with [diameter >= 1][grow-trees-null]           ;; This grows trees greather than 1 cm diameter under NULL conditions.
end

;; Grow Trees Details
;; ==================================================

to update-residuals                      ;; UPDATES RESIDUALS                             
  set e10 e9                             ;; Each residual falls back one year.
  set e9 e8                              ;; The e0 residual is calculated from the other residuals.
  set e8 e7
  set e7 e6
  set e6 e5
  set e5 e4
  set e4 e3
  set e3 e2
  set e2 e1
  set e1 e0
  set e0 calc-e0 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 e8 e9 e10
end

to calculate-growth                                                  ;; CALCULATES GROWTH RATE                                                    
  set growth-rate (0.420426053 + (basal-diameter * 0.006911997) -    ;; Growth rates (cm/yr) are calculated from basal diameter. 
      (0.008807226 * max (list (0) (basal-diameter - 40))) + e1)     ;; Growth rates must be greater than or equal to zero.
  if growth-rate < 0 [set growth-rate 0]
end

to calculate-diameter                                               ;; UPDATES DIAMETER, AREA, AND VOLUME                                                         



  set basal-diameter (growth-rate + basal-diameter)                 ;; This code uses the helper functions to 
  set diameter calc-diam basal-diameter                             ;; update the standard tree size measures.
  set basal-area calc-basal-area diameter                           ;; Diameter (cm) is calculated from basal diameter.
  set stand-volume calc-stand-volume diameter                       ;; Basal area (m2) is calculated from diameter.
  set sawn-volume calc-sawn-volume diameter                         ;; Standing volume (m3) is calculated from diameter.   
  set size 1 + diameter / 50                                        ;; Sawn volume (m3) is calculated from diameter. 
end

to grow-trees-ndd-m1
  let adult-trees trees with [diameter >= exclusion-diameter]
  let ba-ha sum ([basal-area] of adult-trees in-radius (search-radius / 10))
  let dm-ha sum ([diameter] of adult-trees in-radius (search-radius / 10))
  let ht-inc-ba 10 ̂ (0.9835 - 0.4359 * ba-ha)
  let ht-inc-dm 10 ̂ (0.9842 - 0.004918 * dm-ha)    
  let curr-height 10 ̂ (2.22 + log basal-diameter 10)      ;; height calculated from current basal diameter
  let next-height curr-height + ht-inc-dm        
  let next-diameter 10 ̂ (log next-height 10 - 2.22)       ;; next diameter is a basal diameter
  set growth-rate next-diameter - basal-diameter           ;; growth incremenet is in basal diameter / yr
  if growth-rate < 0 [set growth-rate 0]
end

to grow-trees-ndd-m2
  let adult-radius 125
  let adult-trees trees with [diameter >= exclusion-diameter]
  let dm-5ha sum ([diameter] of adult-trees in-radius (adult-radius / 10))
  let leaf-damage 31.47 + 0.2875 * dm-5ha - 0.0004 * dm-5ha ̂ 2
  if dm-5ha > 359.375 [set leaf-damage 83.13016]   
  let ht-inc-perc 0.3849 - 0.0026 * leaf-damage
  let curr-height 10 ̂ (2.22 + log basal-diameter 10)      ;; height calculated from current basal diameter
  let next-height curr-height * (1 + ht-inc-perc)
  let next-diameter 10 ̂ (log next-height 10 - 2.22)       ;; next diameter is a basal diameter
  set growth-rate next-diameter - basal-diameter           ;; growth incremenet is in basal diameter / yr
  if growth-rate < 0 [set growth-rate 0]
end

to grow-trees-ndd-m3
  let adult-radius 125
  let adult-trees trees with [diameter >= exclusion-diameter]
  let dm-5ha sum ([diameter] of adult-trees in-radius (adult-radius / 10))
  let leaf-damage 31.47 + 0.2875 * dm-5ha
  if dm-5ha > 204.68 [set leaf-damage 75.94]   
  let ht-inc-perc 0.3849 - 0.0026 * leaf-damage
  let curr-height 10 ̂ (2.22 + log basal-diameter 10)      ;; height calculated from current basal diameter
  let next-height curr-height * (1 + ht-inc-perc)
  let next-diameter 10 ̂ (log next-height 10 - 2.22)       ;; next diameter is a basal diameter
  set growth-rate next-diameter - basal-diameter           ;; growth incremenet is in basal diameter / yr
  if growth-rate < 0 [set growth-rate 0]
end

;; Log Trees
;; ==================================================

to log-trees-init                                           ;; LOG TREES IN YEAR 1
  if Logging = true and ticks = 1 [harvest-trees]           ;; This code is separated from the other logging code because it occurs
end                                                         ;; before growth (logging occurs after growth in all other years).

to log-trees                                                                ;; LOG TREES IN HARVEST YEARS
  let harvest-year? false                                                   ;; This code determines whether the current year is a harvest
  let num-harvests floor (Time / cutting-cycle)                             ;; year by comparing the current year (ticks) to the list of 
  let harvest-years n-values num-harvests [(?1 + 1) * cutting-cycle + 1]    ;; harvest years (HARVEST-YEARS). If the current year is a
  if member? ticks harvest-years [set harvest-year? true]                   ;; harvest year and logging is turned on, trees are logged 



  if Logging = true and harvest-year? = true [harvest-trees]                ;; using the harvest-trees function.
end

to harvest-trees                                                            ;; HARVEST PROCEDURE                                 
  set cur-logged-volume (list )                                             ;; The first steps are to: (1) setup the logged volume list;
  let log-rate (1 - (retention-rate / 100))                                 ;; (2) calculate the LOG-RATE as a decimal; (3) identify and
  let comm-trees trees with [diameter >= minimum-diameter]                  ;; count the commercial trees; and (4) determine the maximum
  let num-comm-trees (count comm-trees)                                     ;; harvest size using the log-rate. 
  let max-num-cut floor (log-rate * num-comm-trees)
  
  let current-density num-comm-trees / site-area * 100                                    ;; This code calculates density following harvest
  let post-max-cut-density (((num-comm-trees - max-num-cut) / site-area) * 100)           ;; at the LOG-RATE and calculates the difference
  let density-differential (minimum-density - post-max-cut-density)                       ;; between this POST-MAX-CUT-DENSITY and the minimum
  let count-differential ((density-differential / 100) * site-area)                       ;; allowable density. This information is used to  
  let max-legal-cut min (list (max-num-cut) (floor (max-num-cut - count-differential)))   ;; calculate the actual maximum legal cut.
  
  if current-density > minimum-density [                                                  ;; Harvest occurs only if the current density is greater
    let comm-trees-sort (list )                                                           ;; than the minimum density. The harvest is randomly 
    set comm-trees-sort sort comm-trees                                                   ;; stratified within ~15 tree strata. This code sorts
    set comm-trees-sort sort-by [[diameter] of ?1 < [diameter] of ?2] comm-trees-sort     ;; the trees by diameter before creating the strata.
  
    let bin-size 15                                                         ;; This code stratifies the trees according to diameter size class
    let strata-list (list )                                                 ;; by creating strata of the specified bin-size. Most strata will
    let num-strata ceiling (num-comm-trees / bin-size)                      ;; contain 15 trees - an overflow bin captures the remaining trees.
    
    foreach n-values num-strata [?] [                                       ;; Although initially ordered by diameter, the trees are ultimately
      let new-strata sublist comm-trees-sort (? * bin-size)                 ;; shuffled to randomize logging within the strata. Each strata, a
        (min (list (? * bin-size + bin-size) (length comm-trees-sort)))     ;; list of trees of similar diameters, is stored in a list for later.
      set new-strata shuffle new-strata                                        
      set strata-list lput new-strata strata-list                            
    ]
    
    let log-rate-part (max-num-cut - count-differential) / num-comm-trees   ;; This code determines whether trees will be harvested at a full or
    let log-rate-final min (list (log-rate) (log-rate-part))                ;; partial LOG-RATE; this depends on the minimum density parameter.
    
    let log-tree-list (list )                                  ;; This code determines which trees are logged from each strata. It calculates the
    foreach strata-list [                                      ;; number of trees to log from each strata (NUM-REMOVE) and records the identity
      let num-remove (round (length ? * log-rate-final))       ;; of the first NUM-REMOVE trees in the LOGGED-TREES list. The LOGGED-TREES lists
      let logged-trees (sublist ? 0 num-remove)                ;; for each strata are combined in the LOG-TREE-LIST.
      set log-tree-list lput logged-trees log-tree-list
    ]    

    set log-tree-list reduce [sentence ?1 ?2] log-tree-list    ;; This code reduces the LOG-TREE-LIST, a list of lists, into a single list. If the
    if length log-tree-list > max-legal-cut [                  ;; list contains more trees than allowed by MAX-LEGAL-CUT (an artifact of using the
      let difference (length log-tree-list - max-legal-cut)    ;; LOG-RATE percentage to count cut trees), a random tree is removed from the list.
      repeat difference [set log-tree-list remove-item (random length log-tree-list) log-tree-list]
    ]
   
    if length log-tree-list < max-legal-cut [                  ;; This code randomly adds an unlogged commercial tree to the LOG-TREE-LIST if
      let difference (max-legal-cut - length log-tree-list)    ;; more trees can be harvested. I'm not positive this is ever necessary.
      repeat difference [set log-tree-list lput (one-of comm-trees with [member? self log-tree-list = false]) (log-tree-list)]
    ]
    
    let comm-trees-alive comm-trees with [alive? = true]                                                      ;; This code records the number and 
    set pre-post-cut-number lput count comm-trees-alive pre-post-cut-number                                   ;; volume of commercial-size trees
    set pre-post-cut-volume lput (precision (sum [stand-volume] of comm-trees-alive) 1) pre-post-cut-volume   ;; immediately before logging.
    
    ask turtle-set log-tree-list [                                                ;; This code converts the logged tree list into an agentset 
      set alive? false                                                            ;; All logged trees create tree fall gaps (all logged trees
      set fall-gap? true                                                          ;; fall) and all logged trees are marked as dead. 50% of logged
      set tot-logged-volume fput (precision stand-volume 1) tot-logged-volume     ;; trees are given the opportunity to reproduce. The volume of



      set cur-logged-volume fput (precision stand-volume 1) cur-logged-volume     ;; the logged trees are recorded in the lists responsible for
      if random-float 1 < prob-die-no-repro [set reproduce? false]                ;; tracking the current harvest volume and entire cycle volume.
    ]
   
    set annual-harvest-number lput length cur-logged-volume annual-harvest-number             ;; Adds sum number of trees harvested to list end.
    set annual-harvest-volume lput (precision sum cur-logged-volume 1) annual-harvest-volume  ;; Adds sum volume of trees harvested to list end.
    
    set comm-trees-alive comm-trees with [alive? = true]                                                      ;; This code records the number and
    set pre-post-cut-number lput count comm-trees-alive pre-post-cut-number                                   ;; volume of commercial-size trees
    set pre-post-cut-volume lput (precision (sum [stand-volume] of comm-trees-alive) 1) pre-post-cut-volume   ;; immediately after logging.
  ]
end

;; Kill Trees
;; ==================================================  

to kill-trees
  ifelse NDD-Mortality? [kill-trees-ndd][ask trees with [alive? = true][kill-trees-null]]
end

to kill-trees-null
  let kill-odds (-0.083 - (4.177 * growth-rate) + (3.705 * max (list (0) (growth-rate - 0.4))) + (2.57 * max (list (0) (growth-rate - 1.5))) 
    - (0.5753 * basal-diameter) + (0.5544 * max (list (0) (basal-diameter - 5))) + (0.0270 * max (list (0) (basal-diameter - 25))) + 
    (0.00077 * max (list (0) (basal-diameter - 85))))

  set mort-prob ((exp kill-odds) / (1 + (exp kill-odds)))                 ;; KILL PROCEDURE
  if random-float 1 < mort-prob [                                         ;; The probability of mortality is calculated from the logit
    set alive? false                                                      ;; transformation of the "kill-odds" (log-odds). 50% of trees
    if random-float 1 < prob-die-standing [set fall-gap? true]            ;; marked for death create tree fall gaps and 50% are given 
    if random-float 1 < prob-die-no-repro [set reproduce? false]          ;; the opportunity to reproduce. Dead trees are removed later.
  ]
end

to kill-trees-ndd
  ask trees with [alive? and age = 2][kill-trees-ndd-2year]
  ask trees with [alive? and age = 3][kill-trees-ndd-3year]
  ask trees with [alive? and age > 3][kill-trees-null]
end

to kill-trees-ndd-2year
  let adult-trees trees with [diameter >= exclusion-diameter]
  let ba-ha sum ([basal-area] of adult-trees in-radius (search-radius / 10))
  let adult-dist distance (min-one-of adult-trees [distance myself]) * 10
  let surv-odds -0.9556 + 0.9523 * ba-ha - 0.02476 * adult-dist
  let surv-prob 1 / (1 + exp(surv-odds))
  set mort-prob 1 - surv-prob
  if random-float 1 < mort-prob [
    set alive? false
    if random-float 1 < prob-die-standing [set fall-gap? true]
    if random-float 1 < prob-die-no-repro [set reproduce? false]
  ]
end

to kill-trees-ndd-3year
  let adult-trees trees with [diameter >= exclusion-diameter]
  let ba-ha sum ([basal-area] of adult-trees in-radius (search-radius / 10))
  let adult-dist distance (min-one-of adult-trees [distance myself]) * 10
  let surv-odds 0.4374 - 0.01892 * adult-dist
  let surv-prob 1 / (1 + exp(surv-odds))
  set mort-prob 1 - surv-prob
  if random-float 1 < mort-prob [



    set alive? false
    if random-float 1 < prob-die-standing [set fall-gap? true]
    if random-float 1 < prob-die-no-repro [set reproduce? false]
  ]
end

;; Disturb Trees
;; ==================================================

to disturb-trees      ;; DISTURBANCE PROCEDURE
  batch-disturb       ;; Places initial batch of disturbances on landscape (all disturbances at once).
  final-disturb       ;; Places disturbances on landscape one at a time until disturbance proportion is satisfied.
  crt-fall-gaps       ;; Builds gaps around dead trees which fall (logged trees and 50% naturally dead trees)
  large-disturb       ;; Places a large disturbance on landscape if the large disturbance function is turned on.
end

to batch-disturb                                       ;; BATCH DISTURBANCE PROCEDURE
  ask n-of num-batch-dist patches [                    ;; This procedure draws the batch disturbances from a gamma
    let alpha 0.6127423153                             ;; distribution and builds the disturbances on the landscape,
    let lambda 0.0055509234                            ;; all at once. The number of disturbances drawn, determined
    let dist-area random-gamma alpha lambda            ;; above, is a function of the site area. Disturbances are                                   
    let dist-radius (sqrt (dist-area / pi))            ;; built in a random locations and the sweetspot is built inside.
    let sweet-radius (dist-radius - no-recruit-dist)                                            
    ask patches in-radius (dist-radius / 10) with [disturbance? = false] [set disturbance? true set pcolor red] 
    if sweet-radius > 0 [ask patches in-radius (sweet-radius / 10) with [sweetspot? = false] [set sweetspot? true set pcolor red - 2]]
  ]

  let dist-patch-goal prop-land-dist * count patches                 ;; This code notifies the user if the batch disturbance procedure
  let dist-patch-true count patches with [disturbance?]              ;; over disturbs the landscape. This happens occasionally on small 
  if dist-patch-true > dist-patch-goal [                             ;; landscapes. 
    let prop-dist precision (dist-patch-true / count patches) 4
    let perc-diff precision ((dist-patch-true / dist-patch-goal - 1) * 100) 1
    print (word "In Year " ticks ", " prop-dist " of the landscape was disturbed, which exceeds the target proportion by " perc-diff "%.")
  ]
end

to final-disturb                                               ;; FINAL DISTURBANCE PROCEDURE
  let dist-patch-now count patches with [disturbance?]         ;; This procedure adds new disturbances, each drawn from a gamma
  while [dist-patch-now < (prop-land-dist * count patches)][   ;; distribution, one at a time, until 2.6% (PROP-LAND-DIST) of the  
    ask one-of patches [                                       ;; landscape is disturbed. Disturbances are created in a random
      let alpha 0.6127423153                                   ;; location and the sweetspot is built inside.
      let lambda 0.0055509234
      let dist-area random-gamma alpha lambda                                          
      let dist-radius (sqrt (dist-area / pi))                     
      let sweet-radius (dist-radius - no-recruit-dist)                                            
      ask patches in-radius (dist-radius / 10) with [disturbance? = false] [set disturbance? true set pcolor red] 
      if sweet-radius > 0 [ask patches in-radius (sweet-radius / 10) with [sweetspot? = false] [set sweetspot? true set pcolor red - 2]]
      set dist-patch-now count patches with [disturbance?]
    ]
  ]  
end

to crt-fall-gaps                                                              ;; CREATE FALL GAP PROCEDURE                         
  ask trees with [fall-gap? = true][                                          ;; The tree fall gap area is calculated from diameter. The radius 
    let kill-dist-area (-25.171 + (1.398 * diameter) + (0.02 * diameter ̂ 2)) ;; of the sweetspot, which determines sweetspot area, is calculated
    if kill-dist-area < 0 [set kill-dist-area 0]                              ;; from the radius of the fall gap. The gaps are constructed on the 
    let kill-dist-radius (sqrt (kill-dist-area / pi))                         ;; landscape by marking the patches within the gap radius as
    let kill-sweet-radius (kill-dist-radius - no-recruit-dist)                ;; disturbance and patches within the sweetspot radius as sweetspot.
    if kill-sweet-radius < 0 [set kill-sweet-radius 0]                        
  



    ask patches in-radius (kill-dist-radius / 10) with [disturbance? = false] [set disturbance? true set pcolor red]
    ask patches in-radius (kill-sweet-radius / 10) with [sweetspot? = false] [set sweetspot? true set pcolor red - 2]
  ] 
end

;; A tree must have a diameter of 99.91 cm to create a fall gap large enough (>314.16 m2) to have a sweetspot.

to large-disturb  
  if large-dist? = true [                                             ;; If the large disturbance option is turned on, this procedure determines
    if random-float 1 < large-dist-prob [                             ;; whether a large disturbance occurs, based on the LARGE-DIST-PROB. If a
      ask one-of patches [                                            ;; large disturbance occurs, it is placed in a random location on the
        let large-dist-radius (sqrt ((large-dist-area * 10000) / pi)) ;; landscape with an area equivalent to the LARGE-DIST-AREA (hectares).
        let large-sweet-radius (large-dist-radius - no-recruit-dist)
        ask patches in-radius (large-dist-radius / 10) with [disturbance? = false] [set disturbance? true set pcolor red]
        ask patches in-radius (large-sweet-radius / 10) with [sweetspot? = false] [set sweetspot? true set pcolor red - 2]
      ]
    ]
  ]
end

;; A disturbance must be larger than 314.16 m2 to form a sweetspot (dist-radius > 10m , sweet-radius > 0m).
;; A 4 ha large-scale disturbance (default) affects ~2% study area with ~1.6%, or 3.32 ha, in sweetspot (assuming 204ha site).

;; Reproduce Trees Outline
;; ==================================================

to reproduce-trees             ;; REPRODUCTION PROCEDURE
  calc-fruit-prob              ;; This procedure calculates fruiting probability and determines whether a tree fruits.
  update-repro-class           ;; This procedure updates the reproduction class in preparation for seed dispersal.
  ifelse Isotropic? [disperse-seeds-iso][disperse-seeds-an] ;; This procedure disperses seedlings according to the dispersal method.
  if NDD-Establish? [ndd-establishment]      
end

;; Reproduce Trees Details 
;; ==================================================

to calc-fruit-prob                                                              ;; CALCULATES PROBABILITY OF FRUITING
  ask trees with [reproduce? = true][                                           ;; This procedure is only performed by reproductive trees.
    let fruit-odds (-9.6235667 + (basal-diameter * 0.20970894) -                ;; The probability of fruiting is calculated from the logit 
      ((0.18153055) * max (list (0) (basal-diameter - 40))) +                   ;; transformation of "fruit-odds" (log-odds). The CALC-NUM-FRUIT 
      (3.2009219 * growth-rate) - ((1.1653679) * growth-rate ̂ 2))              ;; function is called for trees which produce fruit. 
    set fruit-prob (exp(fruit-odds) / (1 + exp(fruit-odds)))         
    if random-float 1 < fruit-prob [calc-num-fruit]                             
  ]
end

to calc-num-fruit
  let mean-fruit e ̂ (0.29582976 + (0.024534028 * basal-diameter) + 
                     (0.00033071249 * basal-diameter ̂ 2) - (1.7436957 * 10 ̂ -6 * basal-diameter ̂ 3))
  
  let alpha 1.141525                                           ;; CALCULATES NUMBER OF FRUIT
  let lambda (alpha / mean-fruit)                              ;; This function calculates the number of fruit from a gamma distribution
  set num-fruit random-gamma alpha lambda                      ;; parameterized by alpha and lambda values. The number of fruit is multiplied
  if num-fruit > max-num-fruit [set num-fruit max-num-fruit]   ;; by the seeds per fruit constant to determine the number of seeds produced.
  let num-seeds num-fruit * seeds-per-fruit                    ;; This number is reduced by the seed-seedling survival probability to determine
  ifelse NDD-Establish? [set seedlings floor num-seeds][set seedlings floor (num-seeds * germination-rate)] ;; the total number of surviving seedlings. 
end 

to update-repro-class
  ask trees with [reproduce? = true] [
    ifelse diameter < 60 [



      if num-fruit <= 15 [set repro-class "SF"]
      if num-fruit > 15 [set repro-class "SM"]
    ][
      if num-fruit <= 15 [set repro-class "LF"]
      if num-fruit > 15 [set repro-class "LM"]
    ]
  ]
end

to disperse-seeds-an                                                         ;; DISPERSES SEEDLINGS
  let adult-trees trees with [diameter >= exclusion-diameter]                ;;
  let exclusion-trees adult-trees with [alive? = true]                       ;;
  ask trees with [seedlings > 0][                                            ;; 
    hatch seedlings [                                                        ;;
      let dispersal-distance "NULL"                                          ;;
      let wedge-center wind-direction + 180                                  ;;
      let wedge-upper wedge-center + dispersal-wedge / 2                     ;;
      let dispersal-direction wedge-upper - random-float dispersal-wedge
      if repro-class = "SF" [set dispersal-distance (calc-disp-dist 1.462 35.228) / 10]
      if repro-class = "SM" [set dispersal-distance (calc-disp-dist 1.415 34.800) / 10]
      if repro-class = "LF" [set dispersal-distance (calc-disp-dist 1.343 40.282) / 10]
      if repro-class = "LM" [set dispersal-distance (calc-disp-dist 1.804 45.293) / 10]
      set heading dispersal-direction
      forward dispersal-distance
;      if Exclusion? [if count exclusion-trees > 0 [if distance (min-one-of exclusion-trees [distance myself]) <= (exclusion-distance / 10) [die]]] ; Method 1 - >5min
;      if Exclusion? [if count exclusion-trees in-radius (exclusion-distance / 10) > 0 [die]] ; Method 2 - REALLY SLOW
;      if Exclusion? [if any? exclusion-trees in-radius (exclusion-distance / 10) [die]] ; Method 3 - REALLY SLOW
      if Exclusion? [if distance (min-one-of exclusion-trees [distance myself]) <= (exclusion-distance / 10) [die]] ; Method 4 - >5min
;      if NDD-Establish? [
;          let ba-ha sum ([basal-area] of adult-trees in-radius (search-radius / 10))
;          let adult-dist distance (min-one-of adult-trees [distance myself]) * 10 
;          let ndd-mort-prob 1 - (0.2726 - 0.09182 * ba-ha + 0.001349 * adult-dist)  ;; new function, poorer fit
;          if random-float 1 < ndd-mort-prob [die]
;      ]
      ifelse [sweetspot?] of patch-here = true [
        set basal-diameter one-of seed-diam-data                             ;; Basal diameter (cm) is drawn from the seedling diatemeter list.
        set diameter calc-diam basal-diameter                                ;; Diameter (cm) is calculated from the basal diameter.
        set basal-area calc-basal-area diameter                              ;; Basal area (m2) is calculated from diameter.
        set stand-volume calc-stand-volume diameter                          ;; Standing volume (m3) is calculated from diameter.
        set sawn-volume calc-sawn-volume diameter                            ;; Sawn volume (m3) is calculated from diameter.
        set size 1 + diameter / 50                                           ;; Trees are sized based on diameter.
        set shape "tree"                                                     ;; Trees are shaped as "trees".
        set color green - 3                                                  ;; Trees are colored green.
        set age 1                                                            ;; All seedlings are 0 years old.
        set alive? true                                                      ;; All seedlings are alive.
        set seedling? true                                                   ;; All seedlings are seedlings.
        set fall-gap? false                                                  ;; No initial trees create fall gaps (still alive).
        set reproduce? false                                                 ;; No seedlings are reproductive.
        set repro-class "NULL"                                               ;; The reproductive class of a tree (SF, SM, LF, LM).
        set growth-rate one-of seed-growth-data                              ;; Growth rate (cm/yr) is drawn from the seedling growth rate list.
        set mort-prob 0                                                      ;; Mortality rate initially 0 because it is set later.
        set fruit-prob 0                                                     ;; Fruiting probability initially 0 because it is set later.
        set num-fruit 0                                                      ;; Number of fruit initially 0 because it is set later.
        set seedlings 0                                                      ;; Surviving seeds initially 0 because it is set later.
        set e10 growth-rate - mean seed-growth-data                          ;; Tenth-year residual is randomly selected.
        set e9 0                                                             ;; Ninth-year residual is zero.
        set e8 0                                                             ;; Eighth-year residual is zero.
        set e7 0                                                             ;; Seventh-year residual is zero.
        set e6 0                                                             ;; Sixth-year residual is zero.
        set e5 0                                                             ;; Fifth-year residual is zero.
        set e4 0                                                             ;; Fourth-year residual is zero.



        set e3 0                                                             ;; Third-year residual is zero.
        set e2 0                                                             ;; Second-year residual is zero.
        set e1 0                                                             ;; First-year residual is zero.
        set e0 calc-e0 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 e8 e9 e10                        ;; Present-year residual is calculated from e1-e10.
      ][
        die
      ]
    ]
  ]
end

to disperse-seeds-iso                                                        ;; DISPERSES SEEDLINGS 
  let seed-radius sqrt (seed-shadow-area * 10000 / pi) / 10                  ;; This function disperses seedlings in the seed shadow of parent
  let adult-trees trees with [diameter >= exclusion-diameter]                ;;
  let exclusion-trees adult-trees with [alive? = true]
    ask trees with [seedlings > 0][                                          ;;
    hatch seedlings [                                                        ;;
      set heading random 360
      let dispersal-distance seed-radius * sqrt(random-float 1)
      forward dispersal-distance
      if Exclusion? [if count exclusion-trees > 0 [if distance (min-one-of exclusion-trees [distance myself]) <= (exclusion-distance / 10) [die]]]
      ifelse [sweetspot?] of patch-here = true [
        set basal-diameter one-of seed-diam-data                             ;; Basal diameter (cm) is drawn from the seedling diatemeter list.
        set diameter calc-diam basal-diameter                                ;; Diameter (cm) is calculated from the basal diameter.
        set basal-area calc-basal-area diameter                              ;; Basal area (m2) is calculated from diameter.
        set stand-volume calc-stand-volume diameter                          ;; Standing volume (m3) is calculated from diameter.
        set sawn-volume calc-sawn-volume diameter                            ;; Sawn volume (m3) is calculated from diameter.
        set size 1 + diameter / 50                                           ;; Trees are sized based on diameter.
        set shape "tree"                                                     ;; Trees are shaped as "trees".
        set color green - 3                                                  ;; Trees are colored green.
        set age 1                                                            ;; All seedlings are 0 years old.
        set alive? true                                                      ;; All seedlings are alive.
        set seedling? true                                                   ;; All seedlings are seedlings.
        set fall-gap? false                                                  ;; No initial trees create fall gaps (still alive).
        set reproduce? false                                                 ;; No seedlings are reproductive.
        set repro-class "NULL"                                               ;; The reproductive class of a tree (SF, SM, LF, LM).
        set growth-rate one-of seed-growth-data                              ;; Growth rate (cm/yr) is drawn from the seedling growth rate list.
        set mort-prob 0                                                      ;; Mortality rate initially 0 because it is set later.
        set fruit-prob 0                                                     ;; Fruiting probability initially 0 because it is set later.
        set num-fruit 0                                                      ;; Number of fruit initially 0 because it is set later.
        set seedlings 0                                                      ;; Surviving seeds initially 0 because it is set later.
        set e10 growth-rate - mean seed-growth-data                          ;; Tenth-year residual is randomly selected.
        set e9 0                                                             ;; Ninth-year residual is zero.
        set e8 0                                                             ;; Eighth-year residual is zero.
        set e7 0                                                             ;; Seventh-year residual is zero.
        set e6 0                                                             ;; Sixth-year residual is zero.
        set e5 0                                                             ;; Fifth-year residual is zero.
        set e4 0                                                             ;; Fourth-year residual is zero.
        set e3 0                                                             ;; Third-year residual is zero.
        set e2 0                                                             ;; Second-year residual is zero.
        set e1 0                                                             ;; First-year residual is zero.
        set e0 calc-e0 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 e8 e9 e10                        ;; Present-year residual is calculated from e1-e10.
      ][
        die
      ]
    ]
  ]
end

to ndd-establishment
  let adult-trees trees with [diameter >= exclusion-diameter]



  ask trees with [seedling? = true][
    let ba-ha sum ([basal-area] of adult-trees in-radius (search-radius / 10))
    let adult-dist distance (min-one-of adult-trees [distance myself]) * 10 
;    let ndd-mort-prob 1 - (0.3721 - 0.1217 * ba-ha) ;; old function, better fit
    let ndd-mort-prob 1 - (0.2725 - 0.09175 * ba-ha + 0.001342 * adult-dist)  ;; new function, poorer fit
    if random-float 1 < ndd-mort-prob [die]
  ]
end

;; >= 3.057518 ba/ha results in definite mortality (old function).

;; Remove Trees and Disturbances
;; ==================================================

to remove-trees                                                  ;; REMOVE DEAD TREES
  ask trees with [alive? = false][die]                           ;; Dead trees are removed from the population. 
end

to remove-gaps                                                                    ;; REMOVE DISTRURBANCES
  ask patches with [disturbance?][set disturbance? false set pcolor green]        ;; Disturbances are removed from the landscape annually.
  ask patches with [sweetspot?][set sweetspot? false set pcolor green]            ;; Neither disturbances nor sweetspot last more than a year.
end

to reset-trees                             ;; TREE VARIABLES RESET
  ask trees [                              ;; These variables are reset at the end of each time step in preparation for the next time step.
    set seedling? false                    ;; These values are not recalculated every year so retaining them through a non-reproductive
    set fall-gap? false                    ;; would inflate population outcomes. The recalculation of these values in other years is independent
    set reproduce? true                    ;; of the values in previous years so it's okay to annually reset them.
    set repro-class "NULL" 
    set mort-prob 0
    set fruit-prob 0 
    set num-fruit 0 
    set seedlings 0
  ]
end

;; EXPORT DATA
;; ====================================================================================================

to export-data
  user-message "Please include the '.txt' extension in the data file name."
  file-open user-new-file
  
  ;; MODEL PARAMETERS / GENERAL STATISTICS
  ;; ======================================

  let log-text "" let pop-text ""
  ifelse Logging [set log-text "ON"][set log-text "OFF"]
  ifelse member? "User" Populations [set pop-text File-Name][set pop-text Populations]

  file-print "SIMULATION RESULTS" 
  file-print (word ("Site Name: ") (pop-text) ("; Site Area: ") (precision (site-area) 1) (" ha")) 
  file-print (word ("Logging: ") (log-text) ("; Number of Harvest Cycles: ") (floor (ticks / cutting-cycle) + 1) (" cycles"))
  file-print (word ("Time Limit: ") (Time) (" years; ") ("Time Reached: ") (ticks) (" years")) 
  file-print ""
  
  ;; GENERAL INFORMATION
  ;; ======================================

  file-print (word "The following summary represents the results of a single simulation. To validate these results, please conduct"
    " more simulations. You can do this by running single-run simulations (repeats of the current simulation) or by running a" 



    " BehaviorSpace experiment. Please see the User Manual for more information.")
  file-print ""
  
  file-print (word ("* 'Total Abundance/Density' statistics pertain to trees larger than ") (small-diam) (" cm diameter. 'Commercial Abundance/")
    ("Density' statistics pertain to trees larger than the commercial diameter (") (minimum-diameter) (" cm)."))
  file-print ""

  ;; LOGGING PARAMETERS
  ;; ======================================

  ifelse Logging = true [  
    file-print "LOGGING PARAMETERS"
    file-print (word ("Minimum Diameter:        ") (minimum-diameter) (" cm"))
    file-print (word ("Retention Rate:          ") (retention-rate) (" % commercial trees"))
    file-print (word ("Minimum Density:         ") (minimum-density) (" commercial trees / 100 ha"))
    file-print (word ("Cutting Cycle:           ") (cutting-cycle) (" years"))
    file-print ""
  ][
    file-print "THE LOGGING FUNCTION WAS NOT TURNED ON. NO TREES WERE LOGGED DURING THIS SIMULATION."
    file-print ""
  ]

  ;; POPULATION STATISTICS
  ;; ======================================

  file-print "YEAR O STATISTICS"
  file-print (word ("Total Abundance:         ") (floor (y0-tree-density * site-area / 100)) (".0 trees"))
  file-print (word ("Total Density:           ") (precision y0-tree-density 1) (" trees / 100 ha"))
  file-print (word ("Commercial Abundance:    ") (floor (y0-comm-density * site-area / 100)) (".0 trees"))
  file-print (word ("Commercial Density:      ") (precision y0-comm-density 1) (" trees / 100 ha"))
  file-print (word ("Commercial Volume:       ") (precision y0-comm-volume 1) (" m3"))
  file-print ""
  
  file-print (word ("YEAR ") (ticks) (" STATISTICS"))
  file-print (word ("Total Abundance:         ") (count trees with [diameter >= small-diam]) (".0 trees"))
  file-print (word ("Total Density:           ") (precision (count trees with [diameter >= small-diam] / site-area * 100) 1) (" trees / 100 ha"))
  file-print (word ("Commercial Abundance:    ") (count trees with [diameter >= minimum-diameter]) (".0 trees"))
  file-print (word ("Commercial Density:      ") (precision (count trees with [diameter >= minimum-diameter] / site-area * 100) 1) (" trees / 100 ha"
  file-print (word ("Commercial Volume:       ") (precision (sum [stand-volume] of trees with [diameter >= minimum-diameter]) 1) (" m3"))
  file-print ""
  
  ;; HARVEST STATISTICS
  ;; ======================================

  if Logging = true [
    file-print "HARVEST STATISTICS"
    file-print (word ("Number of Harvests:      ") (floor (ticks / cutting-cycle) + 1) (" cycles"))
    file-print (word ("Number of Logged Trees:  ") (precision length tot-logged-volume 1) (" trees"))
    file-print (word ("Volume of Logged Trees:  ") (precision sum tot-logged-volume 1) (" m3"))
    file-print ""
  ]
  
  if Logging = true and ticks > 1 [
    let cycle n-values length annual-harvest-number [? + 1]
    (foreach cycle annual-harvest-number annual-harvest-volume [
      file-type (word "Harvest " ?1 " (Year " ((?1 - 1) * cutting-cycle + 1) ")")
      file-type (word ": " ?2 " trees")
      file-print (word "; " ?3 " m3")
    ])
    file-print ""  
  ]



 
  ;; PRE/POST HARVEST ABUNDANCE & VOLUME
  ;; ======================================

  if Logging = true and ticks > 1 [
    file-print "PRE/POST HARVEST ABUNDANCE & VOLUME"
    
    let harvest-cycle n-values (length pre-post-cut-number / 2) [? + 1]
    let pre-cut-number n-values (length pre-post-cut-number / 2) [item (? * 2) pre-post-cut-number]
    let post-cut-number n-values (length pre-post-cut-number / 2) [item (? * 2 + 1) pre-post-cut-number]
    let pre-cut-volume n-values (length pre-post-cut-volume / 2) [item (? * 2) pre-post-cut-volume]
    let post-cut-volume n-values (length pre-post-cut-volume / 2) [item (? * 2 + 1) pre-post-cut-volume]
  
    (foreach harvest-cycle pre-cut-number post-cut-number pre-cut-volume post-cut-volume [
      file-print (word "Harvest " ?1 " (Pre-Harvest): " ?2 " trees; " ?4 " m3")
      file-print (word "Harvest " ?1 " (Post-Harvest): " (?3) " trees; " (?5) " m3")
      file-print ""
    ]) 
    
    file-print (word ("* These statistics describe the standing commercial population before/after harvest using the logging ")
      ("parameters above."))
    file-print ""
  ]
  
  ;; END YEAR SIZE DISTRIBUTION
  ;; ======================================

  file-print (word ("SIZE DISTRIBUTION (YEAR ") (ticks) (")"))
  let min-bin 20 
  let bin-size 10 
  let max-diam max [diameter] of trees
  let max-bin ceiling (max-diam / bin-size) * bin-size  
  let diam-bins n-values ((max-bin - min-bin) / bin-size + 1) [min-bin + bin-size * ?]
  foreach diam-bins [
    file-print (word (?) (" - ") (? + bin-size) (" m3:              ") 
    (count trees with [diameter >= ? and diameter < (? + bin-size)]) (" trees"))
  ]
  file-close
end

;; END PROGRAM
;; ====================================================================================================

;; SELECTED SOURCES
;; ==================================================

;; For more information, please visit our research website: www.swietking.org

;; The data for this model was derived from the following papers:

;; Grogan J (2001) Bigleaf mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla King) in southeast Para, Brazil: a life history study with 
;; management guidelines for sustained production from natural forests. PhD dissertation, Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA.

;; Grogan J & Barreto P (2005) Big-leaf mahogany on CITES Appendix II: big challenge, big opportunity. 
;; Conservation Biology 19: 973-976 (http://www.treesearch.fs.fed.us/pubs/30087).

;; Grogan J & Galvao J (2006a) Factors limiting post-logging seedling regeneration by big-leaf mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla) in
;; southeastern Amazonia, Brazil, and implications for sustainable management. Biotropica 38: 219-228 (http://treesearch.fs.fed.us/pubs/30038).

;; Grogan J & Galvao J (2006b) Physiographic and floristic gradients across topography in transitional seasonally dry 
;; evergreen forests of southeastern Amazonia, Brazil. Acta Amazonica 36: 483-496.



;; Grogan J, Landis RM, Ashton MS & Galvao J (2005) Growth response by big-leaf mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla) 
;; advance seedling regeneration to overhead canopy release in southeast Para, Brazil. Forest Ecology and Management 
;; 204: 399-412 (http://www.treesearch.fs.fed.us/pubs/30088).

;; Grogan J, Jennings SB, Landis RM, Schulze M, Baima AMV, Lopes JCA, Norghauer JM, Oliveira LR, Pantoja F, 
;; Pinto D, Silva JNM, Vidal E & Zimmerman BL (2008) What loggers leave behind: impacts on big-leaf mahogany 
;; (Swietenia macrophylla) commercial populations and potential for post-logging recovery in the Brazilian Amazon. 
;; Forest Ecology and Management 255: 269-281 (http://www.treesearch.fs.fed.us/pubs/29979).

;; ====================================================================================================

;; Experimental Section
;; ==================================================  

to disperse-seeds-exp
  ca
  resize-world -13 13 -13 13 set-patch-size 12
  setup-globals
  setup-patches
  ask patches [set sweetspot? true]
  setup-dist-list
  setup-seed-lists
  create-trees 1 [
    set xcor 0
    set ycor 0
    set size 1.5
    set color red
    set shape "tree"
    set diameter 100
    set basal-diameter calc-basal-diam diameter
    set basal-area calc-basal-area diameter
    set alive? true
    set reproduce? true
    set repro-class "LM"
    set seedlings 1000
    ask patches in-radius 10 [set pcolor green + 1]
    ask patches in-radius 5 [set pcolor green + 2]
    ask patches in-radius 2 [set pcolor green + 3]
  ]
  ifelse Isotropic? [disperse-seeds-iso][disperse-seeds-an]
  ask trees with [seedling? = true][set size 0.3]
;;  show count trees with [distance tree 0 <= 1] / count trees
;;  show count trees with [distance tree 0 <= 2] / count trees
;;  show count trees with [distance tree 0 <= 3] / count trees
;;  show count trees with [distance tree 0 <= 5] / count trees 
;;  show count trees with [distance tree 0 <= 7] / count trees
;;  show count trees with [distance tree 0 <= 10] / count trees
;;  show count trees with [distance tree 0 <= 12] / count trees
;;  show count trees with [distance tree 0 <= 15] / count trees
end

to save-end-dbh
  let save-file (word "Results/" "dbh.end" behaviorspace-run-number ".csv")
;;  if file-exists? save-file [file-delete save-file]
  file-open save-file
  ask trees [file-print diameter]
  file-close
end



to tree-baha-dmha
  let ba-ha-list (list )
  let dm-ha-list (list )
  let dm-5ha-list (list )
  ask trees [
    let adult-radius 125   
    let adult-trees trees with [diameter >= exclusion-diameter]
    let ba-ha sum ([basal-area] of adult-trees in-radius (search-radius / 10))
    let dm-ha sum ([diameter] of adult-trees in-radius (search-radius / 10))
    let dm-5ha sum ([diameter] of adult-trees in-radius (adult-radius / 10))
    set ba-ha-list lput ba-ha ba-ha-list
    set dm-ha-list lput dm-ha dm-ha-list
    set dm-5ha-list lput dm-5ha dm-5ha-list  
  ]
  print (word "BA-Range: " precision min ba-ha-list 2 " - " precision max ba-ha-list 2)
  print (word "BA-Median: " precision median ba-ha-list 2)
  print (word "DM-Range: " precision min dm-ha-list 2 " - " precision max dm-ha-list 2)
  print (word "DM-Median: "precision median dm-ha-list 2)
  print (word "DM5-Range: " precision min dm-5ha-list 2 " - " precision max dm-5ha-list 2)
  print (word "DM5-Median: "precision median dm-5ha-list 2)
end

to seed-baha-dmha
  let ba-ha-list (list )
  let dm-ha-list (list )
  let dm-5ha-list (list )
  ask patches with [any? trees in-radius 10] [
    let adult-radius 125   
    let adult-trees trees with [diameter >= exclusion-diameter]
    let ba-ha sum ([basal-area] of adult-trees in-radius (search-radius / 10))
    let dm-ha sum ([diameter] of adult-trees in-radius (search-radius / 10))
    let dm-5ha sum ([diameter] of adult-trees in-radius (adult-radius / 10))
    set ba-ha-list lput ba-ha ba-ha-list
    set dm-ha-list lput dm-ha dm-ha-list
    set dm-5ha-list lput dm-5ha dm-5ha-list
  ]
  print (word "BA-Range: " precision min ba-ha-list 2 " - " precision max ba-ha-list 2)
  print (word "BA-Median: " precision median ba-ha-list 2)
  print (word "DM-Range: " precision min dm-ha-list 2 " - " precision max dm-ha-list 2)
  print (word "DM-Median: "precision median dm-ha-list 2)
  print (word "DM5-Range: " precision min dm-5ha-list 2 " - " precision max dm-5ha-list 2)
  print (word "DM5-Median: "precision median dm-5ha-list 2)
end
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